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1 ABSTRACT 

This task involved building and testing natural language processing (NLP) software using deep learning algorithms. The 
tests were performed on large document datasets and used a collection of algorithms: document preprocessing, doc2vec, 
clustering (mini-batch k-means, gaussian mixture models / GMM, spectral clustering, DBSCAN), dimensionality reduction 
(PCA and t-SNE), clustering summarization and visualization, document similarity, and clustering metrics. This work 
should provide a solid starting point for similar NLP tasks. We found out that adding PCA to our experiment design 
improved clustering and visualization performance. We recommend using a combination of qualitative and quantitative 
analysis to measure the algorithms performance. For our experiments, GMM produced the best clustering results. While 
we compared a series of hyperparameters for the various algorithms, there is still the possibility to perform more research 
to fine tune the algorithms. In addition, we believe that more experiments could be performed to verify the hypothesis that 
the clustering algorithms were able to find structure in the documents that was not expressed in the “ground truth” labels. 

 

2 RÉSUMÉ 

Cette tâche a impliqué la création et une série de tests pour des logiciels de traitement du langage naturel (TLN) à l'aide 
d'algorithmes d'apprentissage profond. Les tests ont été effectués sur de large ensembles de données de documents et 
ont utilisé un ensemble d’algorithmes: prétraitement de documents, doc2vec, classification (mini-batch k-means, gaussian 
mixture models / GMM, spectral clustering, DBSCAN), réduction de la dimensionnalité (PCA et t-SNE), résumés et 
visualisation de clusters, similarité de documents et métriques de clustering. Ce travail devrait fournir un solide point de 
départ pour des tâches de TLN similaires. Nous avons découvert que l'ajout de l’algorithme PCA à nos expériences 
améliorait les performances de clustering et de visualisation. Nous recommandons d'utiliser une combinaison d'analyses 
qualitatives et quantitatives pour mesurer les performances des algorithmes. Pour nos expériences, GMM a produit les 
meilleurs résultats de clustering. Bien que nous ayons comparé une série d’hyperparamètres pour les différents 
algorithmes, il est encore possible d’effectuer davantage de recherches pour affiner les algorithmes. En outre, nous 
pensons que davantage d’expériences pourraient être réalisées pour vérifier l’hypothèse selon laquelle les algorithmes de 
clustering ont pu trouver une structure dans les documents qui n’était pas exprimée dans les étiquettes « ground truth ». 
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3 INTRODUCTION 

3.1 Problem and objective statement 

The purpose of this task is to build a capability merging Text Analytics and Deep Learning in order to assess: 
 

· The applicability of selected Text Analytics approaches on large data sets (document corpora). 
 

· The best way of integrating Text Analytics techniques with Deep Learning technologies. 
 

· The performance gain of implementing Text Analytics approaches using Deep Learning technologies. 
 

3.2 Related work and background 

A common way to represent text documents is to use the sparse bag-of-words representation. A first disadvantage of this 
representation is that it ignores the ordering of the words. In addition, it assumes that all the words are equally distant in 
meaning and, as a consequence, it ignores the semantics of the words. Le et al. [1] introduced dense paragraph (or 
document) vectors to represent variable lengths texts using a fixed length representation. These new vectors overcome 
the disadvantages of bag-of-words models and outperform previous models in text classification and sentiment analysis. 
Doc2vec represents an extension of the existing word2vec embeddings. 

Lau et al. [2] completed additional evaluations of the doc2vec algorithm and found that it performed robustly when it is 
trained on large external corpora. They also provided recommendations for setting the doc2vec hyper parameters. 
Nijessen et al [3] used doc2vec in order to present security trends to managers. They clustered and summarized 
cybersecurity articles using document vectors. Our approach is similar to theirs. However, we improved and expanded the 
text analytics procedures for this task. 

3.3 Proposed solution and scope 

In order to meet the task objectives, we implemented the following software capabilities: 
 

· Document ingestion capability allowing for the ingestion of large (1M+) text corpora.  
 

· Representation of document using doc2vec in Python. 
 

· Implement document clustering and cluster summarization using the doc2vec representation the gensim library. 
 

We also conducted a series of tests to validate and measure the effectiveness of the developed solution: 

· We measured the effectiveness of the doc2vec approach for document clustering on a large data set. 
 

· We evaluated the performance of the gensim implementation on a large data set. 
 

· We measured how the gensim implementation evaluation scales with regards to corpus size. 
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4 MATERIALS AND DATASETS 

- Reuters Corpus Volume I (RCV1) is an archive of over 800,000 manually categorized newswire stories made 
available by Reuters, Ltd. for research purposes.  

- The 103 RCV1 topics are as follows: 

parent: None    child: Root    child-description: No Description 
parent: CCAT    child: C11     child-description: STRATEGY/PLANS 
parent: CCAT    child: C12     child-description: LEGAL/JUDICIAL 
parent: CCAT    child: C13     child-description: REGULATION/POLICY 
parent: CCAT    child: C14     child-description: SHARE LISTINGS 
parent: CCAT    child: C15     child-description: PERFORMANCE 
parent: C15     child: C151    child-description: ACCOUNTS/EARNINGS 
parent: C151    child: C1511   child-description: ANNUAL RESULTS 
parent: C15     child: C152    child-description: COMMENT/FORECASTS 
parent: CCAT    child: C16     child-description: INSOLVENCY/LIQUIDITY 
parent: CCAT    child: C17     child-description: FUNDING/CAPITAL 
parent: C17     child: C171    child-description: SHARE CAPITAL 
parent: C17     child: C172    child-description: BONDS/DEBT ISSUES 
parent: C17     child: C173    child-description: LOANS/CREDITS 
parent: C17     child: C174    child-description: CREDIT RATINGS 
parent: CCAT    child: C18     child-description: OWNERSHIP CHANGES 
parent: C18     child: C181    child-description: MERGERS/ACQUISITIONS 
parent: C18     child: C182    child-description: ASSET TRANSFERS 
parent: C18     child: C183    child-description: PRIVATISATIONS 
parent: CCAT    child: C21     child-description: PRODUCTION/SERVICES 
parent: CCAT    child: C22     child-description: NEW PRODUCTS/SERVICES 
parent: CCAT    child: C23     child-description: RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT 
parent: CCAT    child: C24     child-description: CAPACITY/FACILITIES 
parent: CCAT    child: C31     child-description: MARKETS/MARKETING 
parent: C31     child: C311    child-description: DOMESTIC MARKETS 
parent: C31     child: C312    child-description: EXTERNAL MARKETS 
parent: C31     child: C313    child-description: MARKET SHARE 
parent: CCAT    child: C32     child-description: ADVERTISING/PROMOTION 
parent: CCAT    child: C33     child-description: CONTRACTS/ORDERS 
parent: C33     child: C331    child-description: DEFENCE CONTRACTS 
parent: CCAT    child: C34     child-description: MONOPOLIES/COMPETITION 
parent: CCAT    child: C41     child-description: MANAGEMENT 
parent: C41     child: C411    child-description: MANAGEMENT MOVES 
parent: CCAT    child: C42     child-description: LABOUR 
parent: Root    child: CCAT    child-description: CORPORATE/INDUSTRIAL 
parent: ECAT    child: E11     child-description: ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE 
parent: ECAT    child: E12     child-description: MONETARY/ECONOMIC 
parent: E12     child: E121    child-description: MONEY SUPPLY 
parent: ECAT    child: E13     child-description: INFLATION/PRICES 
parent: E13     child: E131    child-description: CONSUMER PRICES 
parent: E13     child: E132    child-description: WHOLESALE PRICES 
parent: ECAT    child: E14     child-description: CONSUMER FINANCE 
parent: E14     child: E141    child-description: PERSONAL INCOME 
parent: E14     child: E142    child-description: CONSUMER CREDIT 
parent: E14     child: E143    child-description: RETAIL SALES 
parent: ECAT    child: E21     child-description: GOVERNMENT FINANCE 
parent: E21     child: E211    child-description: EXPENDITURE/REVENUE 
parent: E21     child: E212    child-description: GOVERNMENT BORROWING 
parent: ECAT    child: E31     child-description: OUTPUT/CAPACITY 
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parent: E31     child: E311    child-description: INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION 
parent: E31     child: E312    child-description: CAPACITY UTILIZATION 
parent: E31     child: E313    child-description: INVENTORIES 
parent: ECAT    child: E41     child-description: EMPLOYMENT/LABOUR 
parent: E41     child: E411    child-description: UNEMPLOYMENT 
parent: ECAT    child: E51     child-description: TRADE/RESERVES 
parent: E51     child: E511    child-description: BALANCE OF PAYMENTS 
parent: E51     child: E512    child-description: MERCHANDISE TRADE 
parent: E51     child: E513    child-description: RESERVES 
parent: ECAT    child: E61     child-description: HOUSING STARTS 
parent: ECAT    child: E71     child-description: LEADING INDICATORS 
parent: Root    child: ECAT    child-description: ECONOMICS 
parent: GCAT    child: G15     child-description: EUROPEAN COMMUNITY 
parent: G15     child: G151    child-description: EC INTERNAL MARKET 
parent: G15     child: G152    child-description: EC CORPORATE POLICY 
parent: G15     child: G153    child-description: EC AGRICULTURE POLICY 
parent: G15     child: G154    child-description: EC MONETARY/ECONOMIC 
parent: G15     child: G155    child-description: EC INSTITUTIONS 
parent: G15     child: G156    child-description: EC ENVIRONMENT ISSUES 
parent: G15     child: G157    child-description: EC COMPETITION/SUBSIDY 
parent: G15     child: G158    child-description: EC EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
parent: G15     child: G159    child-description: EC GENERAL 
parent: Root    child: GCAT    child-description: GOVERNMENT/SOCIAL 
parent: GCAT    child: GCRIM   child-description: CRIME, LAW ENFORCEMENT 
parent: GCAT    child: GDEF    child-description: DEFENCE 
parent: GCAT    child: GDIP    child-description: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
parent: GCAT    child: GDIS    child-description: DISASTERS AND ACCIDENTS 
parent: GCAT    child: GENT    child-description: ARTS, CULTURE, ENTERTAINMENT 
parent: GCAT    child: GENV    child-description: ENVIRONMENT AND NATURAL WORLD 
parent: GCAT    child: GFAS    child-description: FASHION 
parent: GCAT    child: GHEA    child-description: HEALTH 
parent: GCAT    child: GJOB    child-description: LABOUR ISSUES 
parent: GCAT    child: GMIL    child-description: MILLENNIUM ISSUES 
parent: GCAT    child: GOBIT   child-description: OBITUARIES 
parent: GCAT    child: GODD    child-description: HUMAN INTEREST 
parent: GCAT    child: GPOL    child-description: DOMESTIC POLITICS 
parent: GCAT    child: GPRO    child-description: BIOGRAPHIES, PERSONALITIES, PEOPLE 
parent: GCAT    child: GREL    child-description: RELIGION 
parent: GCAT    child: GSCI    child-description: SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
parent: GCAT    child: GSPO    child-description: SPORTS 
parent: GCAT    child: GTOUR   child-description: TRAVEL AND TOURISM 
parent: GCAT    child: GVIO    child-description: WAR, CIVIL WAR 
parent: GCAT    child: GVOTE   child-description: ELECTIONS 
parent: GCAT    child: GWEA    child-description: WEATHER 
parent: GCAT    child: GWELF   child-description: WELFARE, SOCIAL SERVICES 
parent: MCAT    child: M11     child-description: EQUITY MARKETS 
parent: MCAT    child: M12     child-description: BOND MARKETS 
parent: MCAT    child: M13     child-description: MONEY MARKETS 
parent: M13     child: M131    child-description: INTERBANK MARKETS 
parent: M13     child: M132    child-description: FOREX MARKETS 
parent: MCAT    child: M14     child-description: COMMODITY MARKETS 
parent: M14     child: M141    child-description: SOFT COMMODITIES 
parent: M14     child: M142    child-description: METALS TRADING 
parent: M14     child: M143    child-description: ENERGY MARKETS 
parent: Root    child: MCAT    child-description: MARKETS 
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4.1 Reduced dataset 

To speed up testing, we created a reduced document dataset.  

- Test time was reduced from 5h down to 10 minutes 

- The number of test categories is reduced from 103 to 10. 

- We keep 25,000 news documents in the most common categories. 

- The 10 remaining categories are: 

parent: Root                   child: CCAT    child-description: CORPORATE/INDUSTRIAL 
parent: CCAT                   child: C18     child-description: OWNERSHIP CHANGES 
parent: C15 (PERFORMANCE)      child: C151    child-description: ACCOUNTS/EARNINGS 
parent: C15 (PERFORMANCE)      child: C152    child-description: COMMENT/FORECASTS 
 
parent: Root                   child: MCAT    child-description: MARKETS 
parent: MCAT                   child: M13     child-description: MONEY MARKETS 
parent: MCAT                   child: M14     child-description: COMMODITY MARKETS 
 
parent: Root                   child: GCAT    child-description: GOVERNMENT/SOCIAL 
parent: GCAT                   child: GPOL    child-description: DOMESTIC POLITICS 
 
parent: Root                   child: ECAT    child-description: ECONOMICS 
 

5 METHODS, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE 

5.1 Software libraries selection 

- The doc2vec algorithm is based on text processing and deep neural network computations.  

- The gensim library is widely used for its already mature, well documented and tested doc2vec algorithms.  

o This library is already known and used by the Scientific Authority DRDC and the Contractor Thales 
Canada.  

o As a result, using gensim simplified and sped up software development, documentation and installation at 
the Scientific Authority sites. 

- Additional libraries were used for the preprocessing, clustering and summarization computations.  

o These include re (Regular Expressions), nltk (Natural Language Tool Kit), sklearn (machine learning), 
bokeh (visualization), datetime, heqpq (to select keywords), inspect (to log information), json, numpy 
(scientific computing), os, sys and logging. 
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5.2 Experiment Runner - Reproducible Machine Learning 

- We made the decision to use our own Experiment Runner in order to avoid the limitations and disadvantages of 
Pachyderm. 

o Pachyderm depends on Kubernetes in order to function properly. 

o Kubernetes is a container orchestration system for automating application deployment, scaling, and 
management. It aims to provide a "platform for automating operations of application containers across 
clusters of hosts". 

o Kubernetes is a complex tool that requires many days to setup on the target hosts. 

o In addition, some features of Pachyderm require an Enterprise license. 

- Our Experiment Runner is a lightweight tool for production data pipelines. It’s designed to chain together data 
ingestion, cleaning, munging, wrangling, processing, modeling, and analysis in a sane way.  

- Experiment Runner lets you deploy and manage multi-stage data pipelines while maintaining complete 
reproducibility and provenance. Experiment Runner also enables team collaboration. 

- Containerized     

o Experiment Runner is built on Docker. Whatever languages or libraries your pipeline needs, they can run 
on Experiment Runner. 

- Version Control    

o Experiment Runner version controls your data as it's processed. 

o It stores the start time, the duration and the machine learning hyper-parameters (.cfg file). 

- Provenance (aka data lineage)   

o Experiment Runner tracks where data comes from. Experiment Runner keeps track of all the code and 
data that created an experiment result. 

o It saves the source code (its git hash), the training and the test datasets (their md5sum hashes). 

o Experiment Runner can reproduce a previous experiment using a replay mode. 

- Experiment Runner saves who trained the model and a description of the experiment. 

o It stores the performance metrics (metrics.json), the experiment output log and the learned parameters 

o Experiment Runner stores each experiment results (reuters.model, clusters.json, clusters.html, 
metrics.model) in a separate zip file. 

- Experiment Runner can also run a batch of experiments with different inputs, parameters, code versions, etc. 
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5.3 Libraries interactions to perform specified tasks 

 
Figure 1. Library interaction overview 

 

5.3.1 Preprocessing 

- The first subtask involves preprocessing the data sets. 

o It takes large text corpora such as Reuters RCV1 as an input. 

o In addition, we can configure, version and store the hyper parameters used to produce a resulting 
preprocessed data set. 

o This resulting dataset is versioned and stored using the Experiment Runner. 

- Here is an example of raw input text in mixed case, containing digits, special characters, non-normalized words 
and undesirable long or stop words: 

 
YES, it’s true — a crisis is a terrible thing to waste. But a “timeout” is also a 
terrible thing to waste, and as I look at the world today I wonder if that’s exactly what 
we’ve just done. We’ve wasted a five-year timeout from geopolitics, and if we don’t wake 
up and get our act together as a country — and if the Chinese, Russians and Europeans 
don’t do the same — we’re all really going to regret it. Think about what a relative 
luxury we’ve enjoyed since the Great Recession hit in 2008... 

- And an example of a list of preprocessed normalized (using lemmatization) text tokens: 
 

[‘yes’, ‘true’, ‘crisis’, ‘terrible’, ‘thing’, ‘waste’], [‘timeout’, ‘also’, ‘terrible’, 
‘thing’, ‘waste’, ‘look’, ‘world’, ‘today’, ‘wonder’, ‘thats’, ‘exactly’, ‘weve’, 
‘done’], [‘weve’, ‘wasted’, ‘five-year’, ‘timeout’, ‘geopolitics’, ‘dont’, ‘wake’, ‘get’, 
‘act’, ‘together’, ‘country’, ‘chinese’, ‘russian’, ‘european’, ‘dont’, ‘really’, 
‘going’, ‘regret’], [‘think’, ‘relative’, ‘luxury’, ‘weve’, ‘enjoyed’, ‘since’, ‘great’, 
‘recession’, ‘hit’], ... 
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- Here are the actual preprocessing steps we used for our experiments: 
 

o We only keep the news item’s text. 
 

o We convert all the text to lowercase. 
 

o We remove all URLs. 
 

o We replace non alphanumeric characters with spaces. 
 

o We split words using spaces. 
 

o We remove all the stop words. 
 

o We use the Porter Stemmer. 
 

 
- Here is an example of preprocessed new articles: 

 
"articles": [ 

"indonesia privat salim group receiv accept million qaf share percent bread make company 
close takeov offer tuesday compani statement said kmp privat ltd invest vehicl salim 
group wholli own subsidiari qualif pte ltd parti act concert hold million qaf share 
percent compani said qualif also hold million qaf warrant repres percent warrant close 
date ad singapor newsroom", 

"shanghai b share end slow trade tuesday bargain hunt investor focuss interim result 
broker said index end point percent point volum million share worth million b share trade 
six flat broker said short term market sentiment still cautiou despit rise firm publish 
interim result deadlin public end august quot anxieti interim result prevent investor 
activ build posit quot one broker said quot [...] 
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5.3.2 doc2vec 

- We can represent words using a vector that has one, two, three or more dimensions.  

- Similar words should have vectors that are close to each other. 

 

Figure 2. word2vec embedding [https://towardsdatascience.com/sentence-embedding-3053db22ea77] 
 

- In the same fashion, we can represent preprocessed documents using doc2vec high dimensional vectors: 

[‘yes’, ‘true’, ‘crisis’, ‘terrible’, ‘thing’, ‘waste’], [‘timeout’, ‘also’, 
‘terrible’, ‘thing’, ‘waste’, ‘look’, ‘world’, ‘today’, ‘wonder’, ‘thats’, ‘exactly’, 
‘weve’, ‘done’], [‘weve’, ‘wasted’, ‘five-year’, ‘timeout’, ‘geopolitics’, ‘dont’, 
‘wake’, ‘get’, ‘act’, ‘together’, ‘country’, ‘chinese’, ‘russian’, ‘european’, ‘dont’, 
‘really’, ‘going’, ‘regret’], [‘think’, ‘relative’, ‘luxury’, ‘weve’, ‘enjoyed’, 
‘since’, ‘great’, ‘recession’, ‘hit’], ... 

- A 20-dimensional doc2vec output document vector for this example could be: 

[  0.730951842, -0.44540798,  0.238360273,  0.519621293,  0.467530873,  0.313273682, 
 -0.474735786,  0.354932423, 0.986312003, -0.156888183, -0.368215363, -0.796445005, 
  0.524873037,  0.914779114, 0.254325250, -0.360515824,  0.873601668, -0.770278624, 
 -0.860758766, -0.806315704 ] 
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- Here are the actual hyper parameters used for doc2vec: 

o The dimensionality of the feature vectors is 100. 

o We train word-vectors simultaneously with Distributed Bag-Of-Words doc-vector training. 

o The seed for the random number generators is 33333. 

o We train the model for 1000 epochs. [2, 3] 

o The initial learning rate is 0.01. 

o We decrease the learning rate by 0.00099 each epoch. 

- Note that early on during the task the Contractor and the Scientific Authority discussed and agreed that the 
gensim doc2vec implementation was superior to the TensorFlow doc2vec code. 

o For the doc2vec algorithms, gensim offers more features, better documentation, improved maturity and 
performance. 

o As a result, the TensorFlow doc2vec code was not explored further in order to focus our efforts on the 
other requirements for this task. 
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5.3.3 Clustering 

- The clustering algorithms take as input the set of all doc2vec document vectors.  

o They then split the set of all document vectors into smaller groups or clusters.  

o Each of these clusters holds document vectors that are similar to each other.  

- Here is an example of different clustering algorithms on a series of datasets: 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of clustering algorithms [https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html] 
 

- Here are the actual hyper parameters used for the clustering algorithms: 

o We perform PCA dimensionality reduction before we cluster the documents. 

o We use 10 clusters. 

o We use cosine similarity. 

- We compared four different clustering algorithms: Mini Batch K-Means, Gaussian Mixture Models, Spectral 
clustering and DBSCAN. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of clustering algorithms performance 
[https://hdbscan.readthedocs.io/en/latest/performance_and_scalability.html] 
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5.3.3.1 PCA dimensionality reduction 

 

Figure 5. PCA algorithm example 
[https://chrisalbon.com/machine_learning/feature_engineering/dimensionality_reduction_with_pca/] 

 

- Most clustering algorithms perform poorly when the number of dimensions is too high.  

o As a result, we use PCA to reduce the number of dimensions from 100 down to the number of clusters 
(10 for the reduced dataset). 

- Principal component analysis (PCA) is a procedure that uses a transformation to convert a set of observations of 
possibly correlated variables into a set of values of uncorrelated variables called principal components. 

- This transformation is defined in such a way that the first principal component has the largest possible variance (it 
accounts for as much of the variability in the data as possible), and each succeeding component in turn has the 
highest variance possible under the constraint that it is perpendicular to the preceding components. 

- PCA is mathematically defined as a linear transformation that transforms the data to a new coordinate system 
such that the greatest variance by some projection of the data comes to lie on the first coordinate (called the first 
principal component), the second greatest variance on the second coordinate, and so on. [4] 
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- PCA can be thought of as fitting an n-dimensional ellipsoid to the data, where each axis of the ellipsoid represents 
a principal component.  

o If some axis of the ellipsoid is small, then the variance along that axis is also small, and by omitting that 
axis and its corresponding principal component from our representation of the dataset, we lose only an 
equivalent small amount of information. 

o To find the axes of the ellipsoid, we first subtract the mean of each variable from the dataset to center the 
data on the origin.  

o Then, we compute the covariance matrix of the data, and calculate the eigenvalues and corresponding 
eigenvectors of this covariance matrix. 

o Then we normalize each of the orthogonal eigenvectors to become unit vectors.  

o Once this is done, each of the mutually orthogonal unit eigenvectors can be interpreted as an axis of the 
ellipsoid fitted to the data.  

o The proportion of the variance that each eigenvector represents can be calculated by dividing the 
eigenvalue corresponding to that eigenvector by the sum of all eigenvalues.  

- PCA is sensitive to the relative scaling of the original variables.  

o There is no consensus as to how to best scale the data to obtain optimal results.  

o This means that whenever the different variables have different units (like temperature and mass), PCA is 
a somewhat arbitrary method of analysis. 

o For example, different results would be obtained if one used Fahrenheit rather than Celsius. 
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5.3.3.2 Mini-batch K-Means 

 
 

Figure 6. K-Means algorithm example [https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:KMeans-Gaussian-data.svg] 
 

- The K-Means algorithm divides a set of N samples X into K disjoint clusters C, each described by the mean μj of 
the samples in the cluster. 

o The means μj are commonly called the cluster “centroids”. 

- The K-Means algorithm aims to choose centroids that minimise the within-cluster sum of squared criterion: 

 

- The Mini-batch K-Means is a variant of the K-Means algorithm which uses mini-batches to reduce the 
computation time while still attempting to optimise the same objective function.  

o Mini-batches are subsets of the input data which are randomly sampled during each training iteration.  

o These mini-batches drastically reduce the amount of computation required to converge to a minimum 
error. 

o Mini-batch K-Means converges faster than K-Means, but the quality of the results is reduced.  

o In practice this difference in quality can be quite small. 
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- As with any other clustering algorithm, the K-Means result makes assumptions that the data satisfy certain 
criteria.  

o It works well on some data sets, and fails on others. 

o K-Means responds poorly to elongated clusters, or manifolds with irregular shapes. 

o The K-Means algorithm can only produce only spherical clusters. 

- Given enough time, K-Means will always converge. However, this convergence may be to a local minimum.  

o Convergence to a local minimum may produce counterintuitive results.  

o This is highly dependent on the initialization of the centroids. 

o As the algorithm is usually fast, it is common to run it multiple times with different starting conditions. 
However, the worst-case performance can be slow. 

- K-Means clustering, and its associated expectation-maximization algorithm, is a special case of a Gaussian 
mixture model presented below. 
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5.3.3.3 Gaussian Mixture Models 

 

Figure 7. GMM algorithm example [https://www.edx.org/course/machine-learning-columbiax-csmm-102x-0] 
 

- GMM assign a probability to each point to belong to certain cluster.  

o This differs from assigning a hard and binary flag indicating that the point belongs to unique cluster like K-
Means, Spectral clustering and DBSCAN do. 

o K-Means is a special case of GMM, in which the probability that a one point belongs to a certain cluster is 
1, and all the other cluster probabilities are 0.  

o GMM are a mixture of N Gaussian components, where the N Gaussians have different means and 
variances. 

- GMM are the fastest algorithm for learning mixture models. 

- GMM do not bias the cluster sizes to have specific structures that might or might not apply. 

- When one has insufficiently many points per mixture, estimating the covariance matrices becomes difficult. 

- This algorithm will always use all the components it has access to. As a result, it requires held-out data or a 
criterion to decide how many components to use in the absence of external indicators. 
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5.3.3.4 Spectral clustering 

 

Figure 8. Spectral clustering algorithm examples  
[https://medium.com/@ArmandGrillet/parallel-self-tuning-spectral-clustering-on-apache-spark-3d95424b80f0] 

 
- Spectral clustering techniques make use of the eigenvalues (spectrum) of the similarity matrix of the data to 

perform dimensionality reduction before clustering using K-Means in fewer dimensions. 

o The similarity matrix is provided as an input and consists of a quantitative measurement of the relative 
similarity of each pair of points in the dataset. 

- In practice Spectral clustering is very useful when the structure of the individual clusters is highly non-convex. 

o More generally, this is the case when a measure of the center and spread of the cluster is not a suitable 
description of the complete cluster. For instance, when clusters are nested circles on the 2D plan as 
Figure 8 illustrates. 

- Spectral clustering is related to a mass-spring system, where each mass is associated with a data point and each 
spring’s stiffness corresponds to a weight of an edge describing a similarity of the two related data points. 

- Spectral clustering is related to DBSCAN clustering. Both find density-connected components. 

- Spectral clustering is a lot slower than Mini-batch K-Means, Gaussian Mixture Models and DBSCAN as Figure 4 
shows. 
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5.3.3.5 DBSCAN 

 

Figure 9. DBSCAN algorithm example  
[https://medium.com/@elutins/dbscan-what-is-it-when-to-use-it-how-to-use-it-8bd506293818] 

 

- The DBSCAN algorithm views clusters as areas of high density separated by areas of low density.  

o Due to this rather generic view, clusters found by DBSCAN can be any shape. This differs from K-Means 
which assumes that clusters are convex shaped. 

- The central component to DBSCAN is the concept of core samples which are samples that are in areas of high 
density. 

o A cluster is therefore a set of core samples, each close to each other (measured by some distance 
measure) and a set of non-core samples that are close to a core sample (but are not themselves core 
samples). 

o More formally, we define a core sample as being a sample in the dataset such that there exist 
min_samples other samples within a distance of eps, which are defined as neighbors of the core 
sample. 

o This tells us that a core sample is in a dense area of the vector space.  

o A cluster is a set of core samples that can be built by recursively taking a core sample, finding all of its 
neighbors that are core samples, finding all of their neighbors that are core samples, and so on.  

o A cluster also has a set of non-core samples, which are samples that are neighbors of a core sample in 
the cluster but are not themselves core samples. Intuitively, these samples are on the outer edges of a 
cluster. 

o Any core sample is part of a cluster, by definition. Any sample that is not a core sample, and is at least 
eps in distance from any core sample, is considered an outlier by the algorithm. 
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- A major disadvantage of DBSCAN is that it does not allow one to specify the number of clusters in the data a 
priori, as opposed to the three other algorithms. 

- DBSCAN cannot cluster data sets with large differences in densities well. 

- The quality of DBSCAN depends on a distance measure.  

o The most common distance metric used is Euclidean distance. 

o This metric can be rendered almost useless due to the so-called "Curse of dimensionality" especially for 
high-dimensional data. 

 

5.3.4 Summarization 

- The cluster summarization task takes as input a cluster of doc2vec document vector. 
 

o Its output is a list of keywords that summarizes the topic of each cluster. 
 

- Here are examples of five different clusters each summarized using five output keywords: 
 

o samsung, tizen, android, hp, z4 
 

o trump, comey, fbi, wikileaks, president 
 

o ransomware, attack, malware, wannacry, attacks 
 

o ransomware, attacks, countries, hospitals, hit 
 

o market, security, report, global, research 
 

- In practice, very rare “words” were selected using tf-idf. 

o As a result, we use the following formula instead to select the 10 keywords: 
 

o (term frequency)^10 * inverse document frequency. 
 

- Another issue was that short “words” can be meaningless. 

o We therefore reject words shorter than four characters. 
 

- Here is an example of cluster keywords that include the tf^10 * idf measures: 
 

- "keywords": [ [ "would", 0.2079377223246689 ], [ "homer",0.1253869531871459 ], [ 
"presid", 0.12044626896067168 ], [ "elect", 0.0976107309792804 ], [ "also", 
0.09295407225366335 ], [ "kemp", 0.0920984595440438 ], [ "kevorkian", 
0.09005182710973172 ], [ "three", 0.08874516917474025 ], [ "peopl", 
0.08623773755325415 ], [ "dole", 0.08570043077722142 ] 
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- "keywords": [ [ "trader", 0.2645406736173209 ], [ "palm", 0.17564314707695408 ], [ 
"rupe", 0.12253265718305142 ], [ "gruma", 0.11976390910749748 ], [ "would", 
0.11368354957187884 ], [ "soymeal", 0.11076004423882552 ], [ "harvest", 
0.11022213321372616 ], [ "crop", 0.10408600852597706 ], [ "deliveri", 
0.1027785605811109 ], [ "aflatoxin", 0.09911495926137724 ] 

5.3.5 Visualization 

We plot and save the clusters inside interactive HTML files using the bokeh library. 

5.3.5.1 t-SNE algorithm 

 

Figure 10. t-SNE algorithm results [https://projector.tensorflow.org/] 
 

- t-SNE helps to visualize high dimensional data by giving each data point a corresponding location in a two-
dimensional map. 

· t-SNE uses optimization to model each high-dimensional object by a two-dimensional point in such a way 
that similar objects are modeled by nearby points and dissimilar objects are modeled by distant points 
with high probability. 

· Unlike PCA, t-SNE is almost only used for visualization: there is no easy way to embed new data points. 

· t-SNE is computationally expensive, and can take several hours on million-sample datasets. However, 
PCA can finish in seconds or minutes 
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· The algorithm is stochastic and multiple restarts with different seeds can yield different embeddings. 

· Note that noisy data can “short-circuit” the manifold, in essence acting as a bridge between parts of the 
manifold that would otherwise be well-separated.  

· It has been demonstrated that t-SNE is often able to recover well-separated clusters, and with special 
parameter choices, approximates a simple form of spectral clustering. 

 

5.3.6 Similarity 

- The similarity task’s responsibility is to compute a similarity metric such as the cosine angle similarity given two 
input doc2vec document vector. 

- For example, we could observe that documents discussing fruits, apples or bananas have a high cosine mutual 
similarity: ���(������ ������) � �������.  

- We can expect that the similarity between a document discussing boats and a document discussing apples would 
be lower: ���(������ ����) � ������ � ������� 

 

Figure 11. Cosine similarity for word or document vectors [https://erikbern.com/2015/09/24/nearest-
neighbor-methods-vector-models-part-1.html] 

 

- The cosine similarity is independent of vector length and invariant to rotation. It is often used in document 
similarity applications. [5] [6] [7] 

- The cosine measure represents better results in terms of accuracy for high-dimensional datasets. [8] 

- For this task, the similarity measure is used in order to create document clusters: similar documents should be 
categorized in the same cluster.  
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5.4 Key functions to perform specified tasks 

5.4.1 Preprocessing 

- string.lower() 
- re.sub() 
- nltk.stem.porter.PorterStemmer() 
- nltk.corpus. stopwords.words("english") 
- gensim.utils.simple_preprocess() 

 

5.4.2 doc2vec 

- gensim.models.doc2vec.TaggedDocument() 
- gensim.models.doc2vec.Doc2Vec() 

 

5.4.3 Clustering 

- sklearn.cluster. MiniBatchK-Means() 
- sklearn.cluster.SpectralClustering() 
- sklearn.mixture.GaussianMixture() 

5.4.4 Summarization, metrics and visualization 

- sklearn.metrics.calinski_harabaz_score() 
- gensim.corpora.Dictionary() 
- gensim.models. TfidfModel() 
- heapq.heapqpush() 
- json.dump() 

- sklearn.manifold.TSNE() 
- bokeh.plotting.figure() 
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5.5 Performance metrics and tests 

- We measured and compared the doc2vec clustering algorithm performance using different metrics on a large 
dataset.  

5.5.1 Calinski-Harabaz Index 

- If the ground truth labels are not known, the Calinski-Harabaz index - also known as the Variance Ratio Criterion - 
can be used to evaluate the model. 

- A higher Calinski-Harabaz score relates to a model with better defined clusters. 

o The score is higher when clusters are dense and well separated, which relates to a standard concept of a 
cluster. 

- The score is fast to compute. 

- The Calinski-Harabaz index is generally higher for convex clusters than other concepts of clusters, such as 
density-based clusters like those obtained through DBSCAN. 

- BK is the between group dispersion matrix and WK is the within-cluster dispersion matrix defined by: 

   

o N is the number of points in our data, Cq is the set of points in cluster q, cq is the center of cluster q, c is 
the center of the entire dataset, nq is the number of points in cluster q. 

o The Calinski-Harabaz index corresponds to s(k) above. 
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5.5.2 Normalized mutual information  

- Given the knowledge of the ground truth class assignments labels_true and our clustering algorithm 

assignments of the same samples, labels_pred, the Mutual Information is a function that measures the 
agreement of the two assignments.  

- Normalized Mutual Information (NMI) is a normalization of the Mutual Information (MI) score to scale the results 
between 0 (no mutual information) and 1 (perfect correlation).  

o This metric is independent of the absolute values of the labels: a permutation of the class or cluster label 
values won’t change the score value in any way. 

o This metric is furthermore symmetric: switching label_true with label_pred will return the same 
score value. This can be useful to measure the agreement of two independent label assignments 
strategies on the same dataset when the real ground truth is not known. 

o Values close to zero indicate two label assignments that are largely independent, while values close to 
one indicate significant agreement. 

o Further, an NMI of exactly 1 (the maximum value possible) indicates that the two label assignments are 
equal (with or without permutation). 

- Assume two label assignments (of the same N objects), U and V. Their entropy is the amount of uncertainty for a 
partition set, defined by: 

 

o Where �(�) � ���� � � is the probability that an object picked at random from U falls into class Ui. 

o The mutual information (MI) between U and V is calculated by: 

 

o Where �(�� �) � ��� �  ��� � � is the probability that an object picked at random falls into both 
classes Ui and Vj. 

- The normalized mutual information is defined as: 

 

- MI-based measures require the knowledge of the ground truth classes which is almost never available in practice 
or requires manual assignment by human annotators (as in the supervised learning setting). 
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5.5.3 Multi label ranking metrics 

- During our experiments, we noticed that the previous metrics ignored an important piece of information: 

o The GMM algorithm does not simply return binary cluster labels. 

o Instead, GMM assign a probability to each point to belong to certain cluster. 

o This information is ignored by the metrics presented above. 

- An alternative to explore could be multi label ranking metrics which take into account the additional information 
that GMM provide. 

o These metrics include Coverage error, Label ranking average precision and Ranking loss. 

o However, these multi label ranking algorithms are not designed to handle cluster permutations. 

- A cluster permutation is the arrangement of cluster labels in a particular order.  

o For permutations, order matters. 

o If we have 5 objects numbered 1 to 5 which are all labeled A, and 5 objects numbered 6 to 10 which are 
all labeled B, the multi label ranking metrics would give a low score if we simply inversed the labels in the 
clustering we are comparing against (if we assign label B for the first 5 objects and assign label A for the 
last 5 objects). 

o In reality, we should ignore this permutation transformation and consider that both clusterings are 
equivalent. 

o This means that if we take the 10 clusters problem, we would have to compute the maximum value of a 
given multi label ranking metric over all of the 3,628,800 possible permutations.  

�����������(��� ��)  �  ��� (�� � ��)�  �  ��������� 

o For this task, we did not implement these metrics and the associated 3.6 million permutations, but this 
could be a topic to explore in more details in the future. 

5.6 Algorithms processing time comparison 

- We measured and compared the doc2vec training and cluster test algorithms speed on small, medium and large 
datasets. 
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6 RESULTS 

6.1 Clustering summarization 

- Doc2vec is a useful algorithm to cluster document datasets. 

- Below is the analysis of a first computed cluster. 

o The values following the keywords are computed using tf^10 * idf as discussed in the methods 
section. 

o Note that we experimented with different values for the tf exponent including 1, 2, 5 and 10. 

o Since there is no metric for the keyword generation, the selection of the exponent value was made using 
a qualitative analysis. 

o Low exponents resulted in rare words that conveyed insufficient meaning. 

o In addition, words shorter than 4 letters were excluded for the same reason using a qualitative analysis. 

"keywords": [ [ "heifer", 0.1046183112950705 ], [ "millfe", 0.09932919387002163 ], [ 
"jmcg", 0.07105397460108367 ], [ "turksek", 0.0639485771409753 ], [ "agnico", 
0.05684317968086693 ], [ "beyer", 0.05684317968086693 ], [ "rymer", 0.05684317968086693 
], [ "cerprob", 0.05684317968086693 ], [ "cableshar", 0.05684317968086693 ], [ "neoprob", 
0.05684317968086693 ] 

- There are two main topics in this cluster. The first topic is food: 

o A heifer is a young female cow that has not borne a calf. 

o Mill feed is the by-products (as bran, shorts, and middling) of the milling of wheat flour used for feeding 
livestock. 

o Turkseker is a reference to Turkish Sugar Refineries Corporation. 

o Rymer is a reference to Rymer Food Inc. 

- The second topic is electronics and engineering: 

o Beyer, Cereprobe, Cableshare and Neoprobe are companies involved in electronics. 

o Agnico is a company involved in engineering and mining gold: gold plating is often used in electronics. 

- JMCG is an unrelated company involved in financial services. 
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- The second cluster is also a mixture of two topics. 

"keywords": [ [ "adesa", 0.11082396454069651 ], [ "airservic", 0.10023020320544171 ], [ 
"aust", 0.09401831495633485 ], [ "customedix", 0.09067415280602441 ], [ "murdiono", 
0.08450468397332228 ], [ "usac", 0.08450468397332228 ], [ "eunet", 0.08059924693868836 ], 
[ "kwacha", 0.08059924693868836 ], [ "immunomed", 0.08059924693868836 ], [ "caballero", 
0.08059924693868836 ] 

- The first topic refers to travel and international entites: 

o Adesa is an international vehicle auction company. 

o Airservices Australia provides international air navigation services. 

o Murdiono is a former Indonesian state secretary involved in the importation of foreign goods. 

o USAC refers to the ports and harbors of the United States Atlantic Coast. 

o EUnet is an international internet service provider for travelers. 

o Kwacha is the currency of Zambia. Zambia was involved in exchanges with the UK and the US in some of 
the news articles in the dataset. 

o Carlos Caballero was the president of the Bogota stock exchange. He commented in the press when 
foreign investors were involved with Columbian companies. 

- The second topic concerns two medical companies: Customedix and Immuomedics. 
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6.2 Clustering metrics 

- DBSCAN turned out to be an unsatisfactory algorithm for doc2vec clustering. 

o A major disadvantage of DBSCAN is that we cannot control how many clusters are returned by the 
algorithm. 

o To be useful for our study, we want the clustering algorithms to return approximately 10 different clusters. 
In practice, DBSCAN returned only one or two clusters when we ran it on the document corpus. 

o As a result of this inadequate performance, we will not discuss the DBSCAN algorithm in greater details. 

 

Algorithm NMI score CH score 

GMM 0.0844% - 0.1068% 8953 - 9039 

K-Means 0.0805% - 0.0995% 11518 - 11592 

Spectral 0.0739% - 0.0876% 10603 - 10690 

Table 1. Clustering metric range comparison 
 

- As we can see, different metrics rank the clustering algorithms performance differently. 

o We restate here the important limitation for clustering metrics: the metrics ignore the fact that the GMM 
algorithm provides detailed cluster probabilities instead of simple cluster binary flags. 

o As a result, the available metrics provide a limited picture of clustering performance. 

o We see that GMM have the best performance according to the NMI score. Recall that the NMI score 
compares the created clusters with the ground truth labels. Spectral clustering has the worst NMI scores. 

o If we use a metric that ignores ground truth, K-Means have the best CH score. GMM have the worst CH 
score. 

o Recall that Spectral clustering involves a dimensionality reduction step followed by a K-Means clustering. 

o Due to its average performance and large requirements for memory and CPU resources, Spectral 
clustering does not appear to be an attractive option for clustering doc2vec vectors. 
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6.3 Clustering visualisation 

6.3.1 10 clusters 

 
Figure 12. GMM clustering visualisation for the reduced dataset and 10 clusters 
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Figure 13. GMM clustering visualisation for the complete dataset and 10 clusters 
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Figure 14. K-Means clustering visualisation for the reduced dataset and 10 clusters 
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Figure 15. K-Means clustering visualisation for the complete dataset and 10 clusters 
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Figure 16. Spectral clustering visualisation for the reduced dataset and 10 clusters 

 
- When we compare the clustering visualisation of GMM with K-means and Spectral clustering, it appears clear that 

GMM clustering results in more compact and distinctly separated clusters. 
 

o We therefore recommend using GMM for doc2vec clustering based on these results. 
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6.3.2 103 clusters  

 
Figure 17. GMM clustering visualisation for the complete dataset and 103 clusters 
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Figure 18. Distribution of documents over 103 GMM clusters 

 
- We see that, when we allow the maximum cluster count to be 103, GMM creates a minority (23 out of 103) of 

larger clusters.  

o Each one of these larger clusters contains more than 1,000 documents.  

o These larger clusters represent 95.78% of the complete dataset (772,782 out of 806,792 documents). 

o GMM also creates a majority (80 out of 103) of smaller clusters, each having less than 1,000 documents. 

o The smaller clusters represent 4.22% of the complete dataset (34,010 out of 806,792 documents). 

o These results are not very surprising since we know that the RCV1 dataset only has a few major themes, 
which are each sub-divided into many narrower themes. 
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Figure 19. K-Means clustering visualisation for the complete dataset and 103 clusters 
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Figure 20. Distribution of documents over 103 K-Means clusters 

 
- We see that, when we allow the maximum cluster count to be 103, K-Means creates a minority (13 out of 103) of 

larger clusters.  

o Each one of these larger clusters contains more than 1,000 documents.  

o These larger clusters represent 99.49% of the complete dataset (802,701 out of 806,792 documents). 

o K-Means also creates a majority (90 out of 103) of smaller clusters, each having less than 1,000 
documents. 

o The smaller clusters represent 0.51% of the complete dataset (4,091 out of 806,792 documents). 

o It appears that GMM were more efficient in subdividing the documents in a wider group of large cluster: 
we obtained 23 large clusters with GMM instead of 12 large clusters for K-Means. 
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6.4 Clustering algorithms reproducibility 

- In this section, we report how similar or different the various clustering results are when we repeat the algorithms 
several times. 

 

 
GMM A GMM B GMM C K-Means A K-Means B K-Means C Spectral A Spectral B Spectral C 

GMM A 100.00% 54.65% 55.31% 45.88% 49.44% 47.91% 43.79% 46.93% 42.78% 

GMM B 54.65% 100.00% 55.08% 46.57% 50.45% 48.54% 44.23% 47.50% 42.67% 

GMM C 55.31% 55.08% 100.00% 46.13% 49.70% 48.00% 44.08% 47.12% 42.64% 

K-Means A 45.88% 46.57% 46.13% 100.00% 54.04% 52.11% 48.30% 49.49% 46.65% 

K-Means B 49.44% 50.45% 49.70% 54.04% 100.00% 54.94% 49.86% 53.30% 48.29% 

K-Means C 47.91% 48.54% 48.00% 52.11% 54.94% 100.00% 49.53% 53.02% 48.22% 

Spectral A 43.79% 44.23% 44.08% 48.30% 49.86% 49.53% 100.00% 49.08% 48.82% 

Spectral B 46.93% 47.50% 47.12% 49.49% 53.30% 53.02% 49.08% 100.00% 48.42% 

Spectral C 42.78% 42.67% 42.64% 46.65% 48.29% 48.22% 48.82% 48.42% 100.00% 

Table 2. NMI scores for repeated clusterings 
 

- A first observation is that these NMI scores are much higher than when we compare the computed clusterings 
with the “ground truth” labels.  
 

o The average NMI score when comparing clustering algorithm against each other is 54.4%.  
 

o Recall that the maximum NMI score when comparing computed clusterings against the “ground truth” 
labels is less than 1%. 

 
o This could be an indication that there is an underlying structure in the dataset that is not completely 

captured in the “ground truth” labels. 
 

- We notice that GMM clusterings are most similar to other GMM clusterings. 
 

o In addition, GMM are the most reproducible clusterings with NMI scores above 54.6%. 
 

- However, K-Means clusterings and Spectral clusterings are similar to each other and are harder to differentiate. 
 

o Their NMI scores are below 55.0%. 
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6.5 Clustering algorithms confusion matrices 

- In addition to computing NMI scores, we also created a tool to compare two clusterings using confusion matrices. 

 
Figure 21. Confusion matrix for the clusterings GMM A (lines) and GMM C (columns) 
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Figure 22. Confusion matrix for the clusterings GMM C (lines) and GMM A (columns) 

 
 

- The two most similar clusterings, GMM A and GMM C, are presented above. 

o Note that once more we should ignore permutations and only look at the maximum value of each line. 

o The reason is that we divide each cell by its line sum in order to get percentages. 

o We see that the clusterings overlap each other’s clusters in the 42% - 88% range. 

o This is consistent with the 55% NMI score. 
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Figure 23. Confusion matrix for the clusterings GMM C (lines) and Spectral C (columns) 
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Figure 24. Confusion matrix for the clusterings Spectral C (lines) and GMM C (columns) 

 
- The two most different clusterings, GMM C and Spectral C, are presented above. 

o We see that the clusterings overlap each other’s clusters in the 18% - 86% range. 

o This is consistent with the 43% NMI score. 
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- We now compare the most similar cluster pairs to explore the hypothesis that there is an underlying structure in 
the dataset that is not completely captured in the “ground truth” labels. 

- GMM - C - Cluster 8 (2,669 documents): 

[ "yousef", 0.10174496951449262 ], [ "shochu", 0.09062917248174736 ], [ "sandler", 
0.08501976904635684 ], [ "salzmann", 0.08263248079218141 ], [ "peac", 0.07110822714821094 
], [ "drnk", 0.06334707308253675 ], [ "lebe", 0.06025294032798663 ], [ "moot", 
0.05962077466591694 ], [ "juror", 0.05853820163847521 ], [ "yeltsin",0.05756961100163905]  
 

- Spectral - C - Cluster 2 (4,930 documents): 

[ "drnk", 0.0955630694083935 ], [ "homer", 0.09056756222509972 ], [ "onlin", 
0.07615459810482392 ], [ "prel", 0.06503793695878102 ], [ "prov", 0.06321246725961562 ], 
[ "manuf", 0.06104553917934898 ], [ "dutroux", 0.057759508867667356 ], [ "sandler", 
0.056249026558945744 ], [ "tbcc", 0.04778153470419675 ], [ "juror", 0.04570233407914342 ] 
 

- 86.29% (2,303 documents) of the GMM - C - Cluster 8 documents are also found in the Spectral - C - Cluster 2. 

- We see that 30% of the keywords are identical to both clusters and concern specific business topics: 

o Drink refers to beverage companies. 

o Sandler is a British business man involved in rescuing companies. 

o Juror implies legal procedures. 

- In addition, the Spectral C cluster 2 mostly concerns businesses: 

o Online refers to online companies.  

o Preliminary indicates preliminary estimates.  

o Provisional implies provisional estimates.  

o Manufacturing concerns to manufacturing companies.  

o TBCC refers to The Bean Coffee Company. 

- A second topic, politics, is featured in the GMM C cluster 8: 

o Yousef is a criminal activist.  

o Peace indicates peace agreements.  

o Lebed was a Russian figure involved in peace agreements.  

o Yeltsin was a Russian politician.  

o Moot is a verb used in negotiations.  

o Salzmann was the president of a Czech bank. 
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- There are a few unrelated keywords: 

o Dutroux is a Belgian criminal. 

o Sochu is a Japanese alcoholic beverage. 

o Homer refers to a home run in baseball. 

 

- We now compare a second similar cluster pair. 

- GMM - C - Cluster 3 (4,947 documents): 

[ [ "cdlr", 0.17594061591192317 ], [ "prft", 0.17246229308865324 ], [ "backfat", 
0.1456060269615916 ], [ "cromer", 0.12133835580132633 ], [ "suncor", 0.10313760243112739 
], [ "conv", 0.08396190584579172 ], [ "hardisti", 0.07598884739877904 ], [ "sulph", 
0.07377827502705368 ], [ "attrib", 0.07080778962158955 ], [ "upriv", 0.06370263679569632] 
 

- Spectral - C - Cluster 8 (7,496 documents): 

[ "heifer", 0.11715188347835033 ], [ "conc", 0.10427805012908105 ], [ "shinc", 
0.09637257437947437 ], [ "prft", 0.08754206677503101 ], [ "approx", 0.08581166440109463 
], [ "conv", 0.06883755312819598 ], [ "attrib", 0.06883755312819598 ], [ "ukcm", 
0.06647688466355818 ], [ "usac", 0.06647688466355818 ], [ "kerir", 0.06155267098477609 ] 
 

- 57.23% (2,831 documents) of the GMM - C - Cluster 3 documents are also found in the Spectral - C - Cluster 8. 

- Again, 30% of the keywords are identical to both clusters and concern specific business topics: 

o This is an expected result since most of the dataset is about business. 

o Conversion refers to currency conversion rate. 

o Profit concerns a financial statement. 

o Attributable income is taxable income. 

- In addition, the GMM C cluster 8 mostly concerns the oil and food markets: 

o CDLR, Cromer Manitoba, Suncor Energy, Hardisty Alberta and Sulphur refer to oil prices. 

o Back fat is a cut of meat from a domestic pig. 

o Upriver concerns grain prices. 
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- Similar topics are featured in the Spectral C cluster 8: 

o UKCM and Kerir are related to the oil markets. 

o A heifer is a young female cow that has not borne a calf. 

o Saturday and Holidays Included (SHINC) is used in the context of shipping. 

o USAC refers to the ports and harbors of the United States Atlantic Coast. 

o Concession is a preferential allowance or rate given by an organization. 

o Approximations refer to financial transactions. 

 

6.6 Algorithms processing time comparison 

- We measured and compared the doc2vec training and cluster test algorithms speed on small, medium and large 
datasets. 

Dataset size  
(in documents) 

Training 
algorithm 

GMM  
10 clusters 

GMM  
103 clusters 

K-Means 
10 clusters 

K-Means 
103 clusters 

Spectral 
10 clusters 

806,791 30h 02m 27s 04h 30m 20s 19h 40m 46s 07h 02m 14s 50h 30m 11s Out of memory 

25,000 54m 28s 04m 14s 09m 12s 08m 49s 09m 16s 19m 30s 

407 01m 15s 05s 07s 05s 06s 05s 

Table 3. Algorithms processing time comparison (in hours, minutes and seconds) 
 

- The training, GMM and K-Means algorithms appear to scale approximately linearly with the number of documents 
and the number of clusters. 
 

- The Spectral clustering algorithm does not scale linearly and runs out of memory on large datasets. 
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7 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

- We were able to preprocess, compare, cluster, summarize and visualise large document datasets using the 
doc2vec deep learning representations.  

o We used python, gensim, nltk and sklearn to perform our experiment. 

o We expect that many of our findings should apply to other datasets. Additional experiments should be 
performed to confirm this. 

o Our results should provide a useful starting point for additional research involving the preprocessing, 
comparison, clustering, summarization and visualisation of document datasets. 

o We also provide a valuable tool, the experiment runner, for managing machine learning experiments and 
results. 

- We had to add a step was not present in our first experiment design in order to perform PCA dimensionality 
reduction before performing clustering. 

o Using PCA as a prerequisite step largely improved our results in terms of visualisation and clustering 
metric performance. 

o Previous literature also suggests that using PCA as a preprocessing step can improve experimental 
results. 

- We recommend using a complementary qualitative analysis of the cluster visualisation results instead of relying 
only on traditional clustering metrics. 

o There is no clear consensus stating which clustering metrics should be preferred.  

o Relying on clustering metrics alone can result in surprising visualisation performances as we detailed in 
the result section. 

- Concerning the clustering algorithms, we had disappointing results when we used the DBSCAN algorithm. 

o In our experiments, Spectral clustering ran out of memory for certain large datasets. 

o GMM clustering was more informative and ran faster than the other clustering algorithms during our 
experiments. 

o As a result of our analysis, we suggest that GMM clustering should be preferred for doc2vec document 
vectors. 

o This is consistent with the established fact that GMM is more powerful than K-Means and the fact that 
GMM scales better than Spectral clustering. 
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- We noticed that the resulting computed clusters were consistently similar to each other.  

o At the same time, these computed clusters were substantially different from the “ground truth” labels.  

o This could indicate that the computed clusters were able to identify a clustering that could be more 
appropriate than the “ground truth” labels.  

o Further experiments should be performed to investigate this hypothesis. 

- There remain a number of fine tunings that could be tested in order to improve our current results.  

o We did not fully explore the hyper parameters of each algorithm: doc2vec, PCA, K-Means, GMM, Spectral 
clustering, DBSCAN, t-SNE, etc. 

o During our experiments, we could not optimize some fine tunings quantitatively using traditional metrics. 

o These non-quantitative optimizations include the summarization hyper parameters, the use of multi label 
ranking algorithms and the investigation of metric usage for visualisation. 
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9 APPENDIX 

9.1 Using the experiment runner 

The experiment runner general usage is described in it’s README.md file: 

experiment-runner/README.md 

https://sc01-trt.thales-systems.ca/gitlab/Deep-Learning-For-Text-Analytics/experiment-
runner/blob/develop/README.md 

To run an experiment, use the following: 

./run -c /path/to/a/configuration.cfg 

There is a large collection of sample config files in the experiment-runner-input repository: 

experiment-runner-input/*.cfg 

https://sc01-trt.thales-systems.ca/gitlab/Deep-Learning-For-Text-Analytics/experiment-
runner-input/tree/doc2vec 
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9.2 Changing the document corpus and other experimental parameters using a 
configuration file 

Let’s have a closer look at a sample config file maxime-Mon_Feb_25_20_22_00_UTC_2019_-0500.cfg:  
 

Line number Content 

00001 # Experiment description 

00002 USERNAME="Maxime Leclerc" 

00003 DESCRIPTION="A description explaining the experiment" 

00004   

00005 # The project git and revision to checkout for the experiment 

00006 # The folder will be mounted in /work folder within the docker container 

00007 
PROJECT_REPO_URL="https://sc01-trt.thales-systems.ca/gitlab/Deep-Learning-
For-Text-Analytics/doc2vec-clustering.git" 

00008 PROJECT_REPO_BRANCH="master" 

00009 PROJECT_REPO_HASH="5cee64bb75bcfa77b65612ea7a69ececd0594faf" 

00010   

00011 # Metrics File 

00012 PROJECT_METRIC_FILE="output/metrics.json" 

00013   

00014 # Project Output 

00015 
# This path will be archived/zipped to the experiment-runner/results/ 
folder, along with the report  

00016 # and input parameters, with the current date, for later consultation. 

00017 PROJECT_OUTPUT_DIR="output" 

00018   

00019 # The input dataset and checksum to use for the experiment 

00020 
# The dataset file will be mounted in /dataset folder within the docker 
container 

00021 DATASET="/home/maxime/doc2vec-clustering/datasets" 

00022   

00023 # This file contains a list of md5sum / file tuple. 

00024 
# It can be generate using the command 'md5sum * > md5sum.txt' inside the 
dataset folder. 

00025 DATASET_MD5="/home/maxime/doc2vec-clustering/datasets/md5sum.txt" 

00026   

00027 
# The location where this config file will be commited to to keep track of 
the experiment 

00028 
INPUT_REPO_URL="https://sc01-trt.thales-systems.ca/gitlab/Deep-Learning-
For-Text-Analytics/experiment-runner-input.git" 

00029 INPUT_REPO_BRANCH="doc2vec" 

00030   

00031 # The git location to store the report 
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00032 
OUTPUT_REPO_URL="https://sc01-trt.thales-systems.ca/gitlab/Deep-Learning-
For-Text-Analytics/experiment-runner-output.git" 

00033 OUTPUT_REPO_BRANCH="doc2vec" 

00034   

00035 # Dockerfile relative to the project directory 

00036 DOCKER_FILE="Dockerfile" 

00037   

00038 # The docker image name 

00039 DOCKER_TAG_NAME="doc2vec" 

00040   

00041 
# The command to run inside the docker container to do the actual 
experiment 

00042 DOCKER_COMMAND=" 

00043     python /work/gensim/train_doc2vec.py \ 

00044         --Dataset='/dataset/all.txt' \ 

00045         --FeatureVectorDimensionality=100 \ 

00046         --AlsoTrainWordVectors=1 \ 

00047         --DistributedMemoryAlgorithm=1 \ 

00048         --EpochsCount=1000 \ 

00049         --MaxContextWordsDistance=5 \ 

00050         --RandomNumberGeneratorSeed=33333 \ 

00051         --MinimumWordCount=5 \ 

00052         --WorkerThreadCount=4 \ 

00053         --InitialLearningRate=0.01 \ 

00054         --MinimumLearningRate=0.0001 \ 

00055         --LearningRateDecrement=0.0000099 

00056 " 

Table 4. Configuration file maxime-Mon_Feb_25_20_22_00_UTC_2019_-0500.cfg 
 

- Lines 1-4 describe the experiment in plain text. 

- Lines 5-10 specify which source code should be used. 

- Lines 11-13 specify which metric file should be included in the experiment report. 

- Lines 14-18 specify in which directory the experiment will write its results. 

- Lines 19-26 specify where the datasets are located and what their md5sum should be. 

- Lines 27-34 specify in which git repositories the experiment config file and experiment report should be stored. 

- Lines 35-40 specify the name of the Dockerfile and docker_tag_name.tgz that should be used to run the 
experiment. 

- Lines 41-56 specify which Python script should be run and its associated parameters. 
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The parameters descriptions are stored in the following file: 

doc2vec-clustering/genism/confg.py 

https://sc01-trt.thales-systems.ca/gitlab/Deep-Learning-For-Text-Analytics/doc2vec-
clustering/blob/master/gensim/config.py 

Many parameters correspond to parameters used by the genism library: 

https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/doc2vec.html 

Line number Description 

00043 This is the path to the training application. 

00044 
This is the path to the input dataset file. Each document should be stored on a separate file in the 
dataset. 

00045 Dimensionality of the feature vectors 

00046 
If set to 1 trains word-vectors (in skip-gram fashion) simultaneous with DBOW doc-vector training;  
If 0, only trains doc-vectors (faster) 

00047 
Defines the training algorithm. If dm=1, ‘distributed memory’ (PV-DM) is used.  
Otherwise, distributed bag of words (PV-DBOW) is employed 

00048 Number of iterations (epochs) over the corpus 

00049 The maximum distance between the current and predicted word within a sentence 

00050 Seed for the random number generator 

00051 Ignores all words with total frequency lower than this 

00052 Use these many worker threads to train the model (faster training with multicore machines) 

00053 The initial learning rate 

00054 Learning rate will linearly drop to min_alpha as training progresses 

00055 How much the learning rate is decreased at each epoch 

Table 5. Training parameters 
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Let’s have a closer look at a second sample config file maximeKMeans103-Fri_Mar_15_15_19_08_UTC_2019_-
0400.cfg: 

Line number Content 

00001 # Experiment description 

00002-00039 [...] same content as the config file above [...] 

00040  

00041 
# The command to run inside the docker container to do the actual 
experiment 

00042 DOCKER_COMMAND=" 

00043     python /work/gensim/generate_json.py \ 

00044         --Dataset='/dataset/reduced.txt' \ 

00045         --ClustersCount=103 \ 

00046         --KeywordsCount=10 \ 

00047         --RandomNumberGeneratorSeed=33333 \ 

00048         --Algorithm=KMeans 

00049 " 

Table 6. Configuration file maximeKMeans103-Fri_Mar_15_15_19_08_UTC_2019_-0400.cfg 
 

- Lines 1-40 contain the same information as the previous configuration file. 

- Lines 41-49 specify which Python script should be run and its associated parameters. 

Line number Description 

00043 This is the path to the clustering application. 

00044 This is the path to the input dataset file. Each document should be on a separate file in the dataset. 

00045 Number of clusters to be generated 

00046 Number of keywords to be generated for each cluster 

00047 Seed for the random number generator 

00048 Clustering algorithm that should be used 

Table 7. Clustering parameters 
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9.3 Virtual Machine Installation Guide 

Program Prerequisites 

- Ubuntu 18.04 

- unzip and zip program 

- git 

- docker-ce  >= 18.0 

 

Installation from scratch inside a VirtualBox VM 

- Create a new virtualbox VM with 35g dynamically allocated hard drive  

- Select 16g RAM 

- Set the network type to 'bridged' 

- Download ubuntu-18.04.2-live-server-amd64.iso 

- Load as a CD inside the optical drive 

- Start the VM 

- Choose manual partitioning 

- Create a root (/) ext4 partition of 15g 

- Create a swap partition with the remaining space 

- Select 'Done' 

- Choose credentials: user / password123 

- Select 'Install OpenSSH server' 

- Do no install any additional packages 

- Install 

- Reboot the VM 

- When the login prompt appears, wait a moment until it finishes installing the remaining packages 
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Install docker-ce 

sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get -y install \ 

    apt-transport-https \ 

    ca-certificates \ 

    curl \ 

    software-properties-common && \ 

curl -fsSL https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu/gpg | sudo apt-key add - && \ 

sudo apt-key fingerprint 0EBFCD88 && \ 

sudo add-apt-repository \ 

   "deb [arch=amd64] https://download.docker.com/linux/ubuntu \ 

   $(lsb_release -cs) \ 

   stable" && \ 

sudo apt-get update && \ 

sudo apt-get install -y docker-ce 

 

Add 'user' to the docker group 

sudo usermod -aG docker $USER 

Install experiment-runner prerequisites 

sudo apt-get install unzip zip 

Reboot 
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Start gitlab server 

docker run --detach \ 

--publish 443:443 --publish 80:80 --publish 2289:22 \ 

--name gitlab \ 

--hostname doc2vec \ 

--volume /srv/gitlab/config:/etc/gitlab \ 

--volume /srv/gitlab/logs:/var/log/gitlab \ 

--volume /srv/gitlab/data:/var/opt/gitlab \ 

--restart unless-stopped \ 

gitlab/gitlab-ce:11.9.0-ce.0 

 

Build and export doc2vec docker image for offline usage 

cd ~/doc2vec-clustering.git && \ 

docker build --no-cache --tag doc2vec . && \ 

docker save doc2vec | gzip -9 > ~/experiment-runner/docker-images/doc2vec.tgz 

 

Login to the VM gitlab (run ifconfig to know the VM ip) 

http://vm-ip 

 

Setup experiment repositories 

- Setup the gitlab password to password123 

- Login with user:root / password:password123 

- Create these projects: 

· doc2vec-clustering 

· experiment-input (Initialize with a README and create a branch named doc2vec) 

· experiment-output (Initialize with a README and create a branch named doc2vec) 
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Git clone projects 

# The following information may be changed to other values 

git config --global user.name "user"  

git config --global user.email "user@doc2vec" 

git config --global credential.helper store 

cd ~ 

git clone https://url.to.gitlab/experiment-runner.git --branch 1.0.1 

git clone https://url.to.gitlab/doc2vec-clustering.git 

cd doc2vec-clustering && \ 

 git remote rename origin rddc && \ 

 git remote add origin http://doc2vec/root/doc2vec-clustering.git && \ 

 git push -u origin --all && \ 

 git push -u origin –tags 

 

From the host, copy dataset to virtual machine 

scp /path/to/host/dataset.zip user@vm-ip:/home/user/ 

 

Generate md5sums 

On the VM unzip the dataset zip file and generate the md5sum file 

cd ~ 

unzip dataset.zip -d dataset 

cd dataset 

md5sum * > md5sum.txt 
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How to run an experiment 

A basic configuration file is located at ~/doc2vec-clustering/config/doc2vec-config.cfg and can be modified each time a new 

experiment is made. 

 

Running a new experiment 

~/experiment-runner/run --config ~/doc2vec-clustering/config/doc2vec-config.cfg 

 

Reproducing an experiment 

Note: it will not create a new version in the repository 

~/experiment-runner/run --replay a-previous-configuration-file.cfg 

Please refer to `experiment-runner/README.md` for more explanation about the tool. 

 

Logs 

Logs are located in **~/experiment-runner/logs** folder and can be visualize using tail 

tail -f ~/experiment-runner/logs/* 

 

Results 

Each experiment successful or not, produce 3 mains artifacts: 

- The input parameters versioned in experiment-input repository 

- An output report, located in the git output repository ‘experiment-output’ with its creation date. It can also be found 

locally in the reports folder. 

- An archive stored locally in the experiment-runner/results which is a zip file containing doc2vec metrics, output and the 

experiment input parameters. This archive is not stored within the git repository and reside onlyh in the local hard drive. 

Backup should be made if necessary. 

The input and output files can be easily browsed using the Gitlab web interface 
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